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5. APOCALYPSE NOW 
(Francis Ford Coppola)
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3. BRAZIL 
(Terry Gilliam)SKREEN # 2” 1. ROAD WARRIOR 

(George Miller)
O »

• i- - Orwell meets Python head 
on in a bureaucratic police state 
hallucination of unprecedented 
creative brilliance.

i 7. PARIS, TEXAS 
(Wlm Wenders)«t

1- the stimulation for at 
least fifty pale imitators and 
probably the most influential film for 
underground fashion that 
existed. An excitement that 
stops. Max Rocknatowsky is the 
only loner - macho anti-hero around.
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- sprawling in iu 
panoramic lust, Paris pays 'such 
painstaking attention to deuil you’ll 
find yourself a little shaken.

4. THE STALKER 
(Andrei Tarkovsky)

• Aliens ttke a road side 
picnic in Canada (the film is Russian) 
and the laws of physics gel turned on 
their ear. The nutters just want to get 
in there and have fun though and it is 
the Stalker's job to show 'em round. 
Stunning cinematography. 
Andrei's passing was a sad loss 
indeed.
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8. RAISING ARIZONA 
(Joel and Ethan Coen)

- One step up the 
ladder form Evil Dead and Blood 
Simple, no one knows how to send 
a camera scooting over the subject 
material like the Coens. Poignant 

■■nd hilarious at the same time. 
Incredible.

1

2. BLADE RUNNER 
(Ridley Scott)

1
When I was asked to compile this list, I protested on the grounds that my 

selections would be incredibly subjective, biassed, eclectic, prejudiced, unpopulist 
and otherwise unpopular. Here then, with the blessing of Bruns regular staffers, are 
favorites from the decade almost past.

1980- MY BRILLIANT CAREER 
-Australia

- Dir. Gillian Armstrong

This is, in my opinion, a truly feminist as opposed to woman's film featuring an 
engaging outback heroine (not your classically beautiful Hollywood wimp) with a 
mind of her own, and a handsome hero who is unable to convince her that marriage 
is better than the writing career she wants to pursue. The plot is tightly filmed, the 
action well-paced and the camera is engaged in a love affair with the Australian 
locale.
1981- ATLANTIC CITY 

-dir. Louis Malls

- Chandler meets 
William Glbaon in a strikingly 
spot-on prediction of a gloomy 
future.
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9. THE TERMINATOR 
(James Cameron, /

Gail Hurd)
- Abhor graphic 

action as much as you want but 'Ole 
Termie turns brutality into an art 
form. I can quote Old Testament if 
you want but this is the cyberpunk 
fifth horseman.

Bert Lancaster, one-time Hunkus Americanus, plays an aging Lothario lusting 
wistfully after Susan Saradon (in her finest role) in a film where the city itself, 
playing another aging charmer, takes a central role. Brilliantly quirky 
cinematography by Québécois (the film is partly Canadian funded) Richard Gupka.

1982- E.T.-THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL
-Dir. Sisphsu Spielberg

I hesitated over this one (I hesitated over all of them) but hey, you can't be on 
top of it all the time, and it's such a gas. It's bound to provide parody material for 
filmmakers for years to come, or until the lovable little alien stages a return. The 
rosette for finest screen scream in recent years goes to Drew Barrymore.

1983- THE YEAR OF LIVING DANGEROUSLY 
-Pstsr Vf sir

I he political upheavals that shook the Sukarno government in 1965 vie for 
vk war attention with the steamy sex scenes generated by the combined erotic 
energies of Weaver and Gibson. Linda Hunt in a beautifully acted gender-bending H 
role is worth the price of admission. 1

1. AUF WIEDERSEN PET (CentraUlTV)
2. YOUNG ONES (BBC TV)
3. AMAZING STORIES (NBC)
4. LATE NIGHT WITH DAVID LETTERMAN (NBC)
5. HILL ST. BLUES (NBC)
6. MAX HEADROOM (ABC)
7. L.A. LAW (NBC)
8. CHEERS (NBC)
9. MIAMI VICE (NBC)
10. BLACKADDER I (BBC TV)

10. THE NATURAL 
(George Roy Hill)

- Americana done to 
perfection, everything in this classic 
is cliched to the point of easy 
ridicule. But everything about it is 
right. Randy Newman's 
Robert Redford's laconic lead and 
cheese-whiz flies all 
lovely piece of work.
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1984- GREMLINS 

•Dir. Jos Damts

Remember Mogwati? This black humorist parody of B.T. is really fun, if only 
for ihe sight of ugly hole gremlin clones adding their own macabre "hi-ho's" to 
Disney s Seven Dwarf's round track. And wait till you hear what happened to the 
heroine s father! Santa Daddy gels his.

1985- KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN
•Hsc tor Babsmko

William Hurt play, a gay queen to Raoul Julia's macho revolutionary in one of 
the screen s rare sympathetic looks at alternate sexuality. Absorbing 
inicrtextual link, between film ideologic; Nazi propaganda and 
ngl.t wing politic liked by the same eroticUm(s).

1986- BLUE VELVET 
•dir. David Lynch

Small town America and the nuclear patriarchal family gets it again in this 
' ,lCiliny/*eamy look at the da* side of bourgeois life. Behind Eve^man lie,, of 

course. Every woman as the eternal maternal madonna he love, to love. The film is

homophobic, but so is the family, and Lynch at least permits alternative readings. 
It can't be that bed; it wa. banned in New Brunswick.

1967-A WINTER TAN
-Dirs. Jackis Boroughs, Loulss Clark, John Miizsl,

John Vfalksr, Arts ns Wsissman
Jackie Buroughs ernes this film m an extended monologue/tribute to the words 

of writer Maryse Holder, who was killed on a Mexican holiday from feminism. The 
film presents the female quest a. impossible dream. Buroughs is superb, though, a. 
the signifier of desire, never attainable, her offensive femininity always in

I988-A FISH CALLED WANDA 
-Dir. Charles Crichton
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2. WALESA
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What a glorious rompt John Geest a» a remarkably plausible romantic lead for 
all his clumsiness, Michael Palin as fish-lover, Kevin Kline as the man who tried to 
know too much and blew it, and Jaimie Lee Cuitis, a gangster's moll with smart, 
(and • fine comedic sense). I haven't laughed this much since the wolves ate my 

qglililc brother.
1989-DANGEROUS LIAISONS 

•Dir. Stephen F rears

1 !ightcenth-century erotic game, in this lush and lavish "I'm Sony but costume 
dramas do that to me) adaptation of Choderclos' epistolary novel. The women I 
swear, breathed with their busts, creating an ambience I can only describe as ' 
sexually charged claustrophobia. It's hard, though, watching a sexually powerful 
woman get punished yet again, but it's not often you gel to see such a graphic 
representation of the collective power of the male gaze.
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7. CANADA ■
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And that's it My choice for the decade. Have a great holiday, and may Santa 

bring you the VCR of your choice.
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